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Abstract

It is possible to increase the intelligibility of speech in noise by enhancing the clean speech signal. In this paper we demonstrate the effects of modifying the spectral envelope of synthetic speech according to the environmental noise. To achieve this, we modify Mel cepstral coefficients according to an intelligibility measure that accounts for glimpses of speech in noise: the Glimpse Proportion measure. We evaluate this method against a baseline synthetic voice trained only with normal speech and a topline voice trained with Lombard speech, as well as natural speech. The intelligibility of these voices was measured when mixed with speech-shaped noise and with a competing speaker at three different levels. The Lombard voices, both natural and synthetic, were more intelligible than the normal voices in all conditions. For speech-shaped noise, the proposed modified voice was as intelligible as the Lombard synthetic voice without requiring any recordings of Lombard speech, which are hard to obtain. However, in the case of competing talker noise, the Lombard synthetic voice was more intelligible than the proposed modified voice.

Index Terms: HMM-based speech synthesis, intelligibility of speech in noise, Lombard speech

1. Introduction

Many studies have shown that Lombard speech is more intelligible than speech produced in quiet when mixed with noise at the same SNR [1, 2, 3]. These studies and many others have also observed the following acoustic changes in Lombard speech: intensity increase, overall duration increase (vowels and consonants are affected in different ways however), increase in fundamental frequency, flattening of the spectral tilt (more energy is reallocated to higher frequencies). Although artificially narrowing F0 range has been found to decrease intelligibility of speech in noise [4], artificially increasing average F0 and F0 range [5] has been found not to increase intelligibility. It is still unclear to what extent the acoustic changes observed in natural Lombard speech improve intelligibility and how they are related to the characteristics of the noise.

In this work we are interested in increasing the intelligibility of Text-To-Speech (TTS) voices in a automated manner according to the environmental noise. For this, we make use of the versatile parametrical statistical HMM-based speech synthesis framework [6]. Under this framework we can use Lombard speech data, if available, to create a Lombard-like voice through the use of adaptation techniques [7] or in the case that such data are not available we can either modify the models or the generated sequence of acoustic parameters such that generated speech sounds Lombard-like, by increasing F0, flattening spectral tilt and increasing duration for instance [8]. However, to modify speech appropriately for the particular noise (type and SNR), we need to be able to automatically detect what sort of modifications should take place. To do that, we need a measure of intelligibility that can be used control which aspects of speech need to be modified and to what extent.

To date, the best objective measures for speech intelligibility in noise are not capable of providing such information exactly. These measures are based on the effective signal processing that takes place in the human auditory system and are therefore not appropriate for controlling modifications that will impact on other stages of auditory processing. In order to identify which aspects of speech need to be modified and whether objective measures of intelligibility are able to predict the impact of such modifications, we have performed a series of listening experiments with modified TTS samples in noise [9]. In these experiments, we found that modifications in the spectrum domain had significant positive impact on subjective intelligibility scores and that various objective measures were able to predict this effect to a greater or lesser degree. Since then, we have proposed a method for controlling the shape of the spectrum envelope by using an approximation of the Glimpse proportion measure [10] for the extraction of cepstral coefficients [11]. In a more recent method [12], we used the Glimpse measure as the optimization criterion for Mel cepstral coefficients modification. In this paper we now show the results of a more extensive listening experiment involving normal and Lombard natural speech, as well as synthetic speech created from normal speech, from Lombard speech, and...
from normal speech followed by our proposed modification.

In Section 2 we present the method for Mel-cepstral modification based on the Glimpse proportion measure. In Section 3 we illustrate the acoustic properties of normal and Lombard speech, for both natural and synthetic samples, and for the modified synthetic voice, then give the results of the listening test.

2. Mel cepstral modification based on the Glimpse proportion measure

In order to increase intelligibility of HMM-based Text-To-Speech we proposed a method for modifying the Mel cepstral coefficients of generated synthetic speech [12] using the the Glimpse Proportion (GP) measure [10]. We use a previously-proposed approximation of the GP measure [11] as an optimization criterion for the Mel cepstral coefficient transformation.

Given a set of Mel cepstral coefficients and a noise signal, we want to obtain a new set of Mel cepstral coefficients \( c_t \) that maximizes \( GP_t \) (the approximated value of the GP) at time frame \( t \):

\[
    c_t = \arg \max GP_t
\]

\[
    GP_t = \frac{100}{N_f} \sum_{f=1}^{N_f} L(y_{t,f}^{sp} - y_{t,f}^{ns})
\]

where \( L(.) \) is a logistic sigmoid function that accounts for the identification of glimpses, \( y_{t,f}^{sp} \) and \( y_{t,f}^{ns} \) are the approximations of time frequency auditory representation of speech and noise as used in the GP measure and \( N_f \) is the number of frequency channels used to create this representation.

The auditory representation of speech is calculated from the spectrum envelope (in the form of Mel cepstral coefficients) by means of a Gammatone filterbank, envelope extraction and averaging over time. To obtain the auditory representation of the noise signal we perform this calculation over its short term Fourier transform. The modification is performed in a frame by frame basis and there is no reallocation of energy across time frames, only within frequency bins. To modify the Mel cepstral coefficients of a certain time frame, the optimization criterion uses the spectral content of noise and speech at the current time only and could therefore be applied in an online fashion if desired.

As the GP measure does not account for distortions that might occur when speech is modified, we restricted the amount of generated distortion by decreasing the frequency resolution of the modification. In other words, we modify only the first few Mel cepstral coefficients, representing the gross spectral envelope. We observed that better results are obtained when we modify only the first two coefficients [12], excluding the zero-th coefficient that accounts for the log-energy.

3. Evaluation

We evaluate here the performance of two natural voices – normal and Lombard speech recordings – plus three synthetic voices – normal, Lombard and modified. First we describe how we built the synthetic voices from the natural normal and Lombard speech data; then we provide a comparison of the acoustic properties observed in the five voices. After that, we give the results of a listening experiment with speech-shaped noise and a competing talker.

3.1. Speech material

To build the synthetic voices we used two different datasets recorded by the same British male speaker: normal (plain, read-text) speech and Lombard speech. The Lombard dataset was recorded while the speaker listened to a speech-modulated noise based on another male speaker [13], played over headphones at a absolute value of 84 dBA.

We built three different voices for this evaluation: TTS, TTSGP and TTS Lomb. The normal speech dataset available for this particular speaker was not phonetically balanced, so instead of building speaker-dependent voices, we created then by starting with a high-quality average voice model which was first adapted to the 2803 sentences of the normal speech database, comprising three hours of material, resulting in the voice denoted TTS. The Lombard voice TTS Lomb was based on voice TTS, further adapted using 780 recorded sentences from the Lombard speech dataset, comprising 53 minutes of recorded material. Again, the reason for using adaptation was the lack of phonetic balance in the speech dataset. All acoustic features of the Lombard speech dataset i.e, Mel cepstral coefficients, logF0, duration and band aperiodicity were adapted, resulting in the TTS Lomb voice. Given that Lombard speech data are not always readily available it would be advantageous to be able to obtain improved intelligibility by modifying an existing synthetic voice (trained with normal, non-Lombard speech). For this purpose we created the voice TTSGP by applying the previously described Mel cepstral coefficient modification method to synthetic speech utterances generated from the TTS voice. Duration, F0 and excitation parameters remained unmodified.

The training and adaptation data had a sampling rate of 48 kHz. To train, adapt and generate speech we extracted: 59 Mel cepstral coefficients with \( \alpha = 0.77 \), Mel scale F0, and 25 aperiodicity energy bands extracted using Straight [14]. The observation vectors for the spectral and excitation parameters contained static, delta and delta-delta values; one stream for the spectrum, three streams for the logF0 and one for the band-limited aperiodicity. We used a hidden semi-Markov model as the acoustic model and the Global Variance method [15] to compensate for the over-smoothing effect inherent in the
Table 1: Acoustic properties of the two natural voices: Normal and Lombard and the three synthetic voices: TTS, TTSGP and TTSLomb (explained in the text).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>speech (secs.)</th>
<th>F0 (Hz)</th>
<th>F0 range (Hz)</th>
<th>spectral tilt (dB/octave)</th>
<th>loudness (sone)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural speech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>107.1</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>-2.14</td>
<td>11.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombard</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>136.8</td>
<td>46.74</td>
<td>-1.83</td>
<td>11.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic speech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTS</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>104.5</td>
<td>22.45</td>
<td>-2.26</td>
<td>10.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTSGP</td>
<td>-1.90</td>
<td>12.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTSLomb</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>145.2</td>
<td>42.55</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
<td>12.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Long term average spectrum of natural voices.

acoustical modelling.

To modify the generated Mel cepstral coefficients, we used the method mentioned in the previous section. The auditory representation was constructed using 55 Gammatone filters that covered the range 50-7500 Hz as the noise signal used for testing was at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. Only the first two Mel cepstral coefficients were modified, excluding the log-energy coefficient; as the stopping criteria we used both error convergence and a distortion threshold set at a 10% relative increase in the Euclidian distance between the auditory representation of original and modified speech.

3.2. Acoustic analysis

Table 1 shows various acoustic properties measured in the natural and synthetic data: duration changes of speech, prosody changes (in terms of average F0 values and range), spectral tilt and loudness, calculated using the ISO-532B method [16].

The natural Lombard sentences are on average 0.26 secs. longer than speech produced in quiet (a relative increase of 12%) and the synthetic Lombard TTSLomb sentences are 0.48 secs longer (which corresponds to a relative increase of almost 25%). The mean fundamental frequency value F0 is also higher for the Lombard voices, an increase of 27% and 39% for natural and synthetic speech respectively. The F0 range, calculated as the difference between the 80th and 20th percentile, also increases by 35% for natural and 90% for synthetic speech. Spectral tilt is found to be flatter: a relative change of 14% for natural and 24% for synthetic speech. The Lombard natural samples are on average 5% louder than normal speech ones and the Lombard synthetic voice TTSLomb is 13% louder than the normal synthetic voice TTS.

The voice built using the spectrum modification method TTSGP has the same duration and prosody as the TTS voice, but spectral tilt and loudness differ. The modified voice TTSGP presents a flatter spectral tilt when compared to the TTS voice (16% flatter), though not to the same extent as the Lombard voice TTSLomb. The TTSGP is however slightly louder than the TTSLomb, a relative increase of 13% over the TTS voice.

The acoustic differences found here for the natural speech data are similar to what has been reported in other studies of Lombard speech data: duration increases, F0 mean and range increases, flatter spectral tilt and increase in loudness. A similar but stronger trend was observed for the synthetic voices.

Figs.1 and 2 show the long term average spectrum
(LTAS) of a sentence from the natural speech recordings and from the generated synthetic speech respectively. In both figures we also display the LTAS of the noise that was used when creating the TTSGP voice: speech shaped noise presented at -4 dB. We can see from Fig.2 that, compared to the TTS curve, the curves for TTSLombard and TTSGP are attenuated at low frequencies, mostly below 1kHz and enhanced in the range above that. The TTSGP curve is mostly attenuated below 900 Hz and enhanced in the region between 900–4000 Hz. The TTSLombard voice presents similar behaviour but it seems less enhanced in this area and it is also enhanced in the region above 5 kHz. We can also see this effect in the natural Lombard speech curve displayed in the Fig.1, we can also see that the Lombard voices present a shift in fundamental frequency and formants.

3.3. Listening experiment

We mixed the five different speech datasets with two noise types: speech-shaped noise and speech from a single competing female talker. The noises were mixed at preselected signal to noise ratios (SNRs) chosen to achieve approximately 25, 50 and 75% word accuracy rates (-9 dB, -4 dB, 1 dB for speech shaped noise and -21 dB, -14 dB, -7 dB for competing talker).

The listening test involved 154 native English speakers listening to the noisy samples over headphones in sound-isolated booths. For the test, 180 sentences of the Harvard corpus were used in a balanced arrangement, such that listeners never heard the same sentence more than once. The subjective scores were computed from the word accuracy rates obtained per sentence and only content words were counted (‘a’, ‘the’, ‘in’, ‘to’, ‘on’, ‘is’, ‘and’, ‘of’, ‘for’ were excluded from scoring).

3.4. Subjective scores of intelligibility

Figs.3 and 4 show the word accuracy rates (WARs) of speech mixed with speech shaped noise (ssn) and competing talker (ct) for each SNR tested.

An obvious first comparison to draw is the difference in performance gain when using natural and synthetic Lombard speech. Averaged across the three different SNRs the gains in intelligibility obtained by the Lombard synthetic voice TTSLombard over the normal synthetic voice TTS are larger (47% for ssn and 42% for ct) than the gains obtained by the Lombard natural speech over the normal natural speech (17% for ssn and 13% for ct). That is, the Lombard effect was stronger in the synthetic voices. The effects are most pronounced for the lower SNRs cases for speech shaped noise and for the middle SNR case for the competing talker condition.

The noise played when recording the Lombard dataset used in this evaluation was different to the ones used in the listening test. We can thus infer that Lombard speech can still be more intelligible than speech produced in quiet even in a mismatched scenario. This would seem to indicate that certain modifications can provide improvements independent of the noise.

Most importantly we see that the post training modifications (TTSGP) also provide intelligibility gains over the non-Lombard synthetic voice (TTS). The word accuracy rates obtained by the TTSGP voice are comparable to those obtained with the TTSLombard voice for speech shaped noise even though no modification was made to duration or F0. Averaged across SNRs the relative gains obtained over the TTS voice were 44% for ssn and 5% for ct. For the competing talker only moderate improvements were obtained by TTSGP over TTS, suggesting a greater importance of prosody and duration in this scenario.

The TTS voices obtained lower WAR when compared to natural voices. On average across different noises and SNRs the TTS voice WAR is 23% lower than natural speech and TTSLombard WAR is 18% lower than the Lombard voice.
4. Conclusions

In this paper we have shown the results of an extensive listening experiment that evaluated the intelligibility of speech in noise. For this evaluation we compared synthetic voices built using speech produced in quiet and using Lombard speech (in a mismatched condition) as well as a modified synthetic voice whose spectrum envelope was automatically transformed depending on the noise signal. We found that the modified synthetic speech was as intelligible as the synthetic Lombard speech for a stationary noise (i.e., a purely energetic masker) but not in the presence of a competing talker. This can indicate that durational and prosodic changes are more important in the latter situation. We intend to extend our method for spectrum modification so that it is able to reallocate energy not only over frequency but over time.
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